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Classic PHONO Vinyl Pre-Amp

INPUT WARP MM/MC GAIN RES CAP STORE

Product Information
The new Classic PHONO is arguably the most advanced phono pre amplifier available anywhere in the world today.  
Designed to exceed the expectations of the most serious vinyl audiophiles, particularly in areas such as outright musical 
performance, accurate cartridge matching and flexibility of use. 

Classic PHONO allows up to four turntables to be permanently connected because many vinyl enthusiasts enjoy multiple 
turntables, arms or cartridges for different records. Each of the four inputs can be accurately matched to the exact 
specification of the cartridge and the acoustic preference of the user. Adjustment is provided for MC cartridges in gain, 
resistance and capacitance. In addition a switchable warp filter is provided to maximise amplifier performance.  

Four turntable connections
Four turntables may be permanently connected allowing the 
listener to easily switch between turntables, arms or cartridges as 
desired.

Each input may be adjusted between; MM or MC, gain, resistance 
and capacitance. Settings are conveniently saved to memory for 
future reference.

PSX-R2 port
The Classic PHONO includes a port for the PSX-R2 power supply. 
Power from the PSX-R2 is routed internally to provide a more 
stable, low-noise power supply.

Remote controllable
Remote control of all the main adjustment options from the 
convenience of the listener’s chair.

Level display
Stereo output level meters working in real time allow clear and 
accurate gain adjustment to optimise the headroom available from 
your system for each MC cartridge.

Advanced circuit design

The Classic PHONO enjoys a high capacity and very low noise 
DC power supply that enables the pre amplifier to provide an 
extremely wide dynamic range ensuring extended signal levels 
long before clipping. Attention to circuit layout and component 
placement ensures a very low noise floor to further expand musical 
dynamics.

No-compromise signal path components
The passive RIAA filtering uses very high performance metallized 
polyester capacitors for ultimate accuracy and performance.

Features and benefits
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All Cyrus components are housed within our iconic half width die-cast aluminium chassis, which has now been in use 
for over 30 years across our entire range of Classic & XR products. Designed and built to last the test of time, every 
single chassis is hand finished using a process called linishing, resulting in every product we build being of the highest 
quality. As we all continue to be socially responsible, our use of the same chassis design has allowed us to upgrade 
our customers’ products to the very latest components all within the original chassis, saving these old products from 
going to landfill and our customers making considerable savings too. We estimate that more than 80% of manufactured 
products remain in use today, making Cyrus one of the most effective users of materials in our industry by far.

Specifications
Connection for up to four turntables

All inputs compatible with MM and MC cartridges

MC inputs configurable for gain, load and capacitance

Stereo output level meters with peak hold to optimise MC gain

Remote control operation

XLR balanced and RCA outputs

Warp filter to reduce bass excursion on warped records

Ground lift switch to help eliminate ground hum problems

PSX-R upgrade port

Size (H x W x D)  75 x 215 x 365 mm (2.95” x 8.46” x 13.98”)

Weight 4.1kg (9lbs)

EAN 230V version 5060020434730

EAN 115V version 5060020434723


